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In their recent publication in Patterns, the authors proposed a novel workflow to derive compositional and
stress maps for positive electrode materials of Li-ion batteries from hyperspectral X-ray imaging data.
They describe their interdisciplinary collaboration, the elements that sustain such collaborations, and their
effect on the flourishing of the domain and data science.
What would you like to share about
your background (personal and/or
professional)?
David A. Santos: My interest and trajec-

tory in science likely began during my

childhood exploratory ‘‘why’’ phase,

which was marked by many decon-

structed radios and dangerously failed

experiments in an attempt to prototype

hydrogen-powered bottle rockets. I

remain driven by such curiosity, although

over the course of a few advanced de-

grees in chemistry, my approach to

designing experiments has slowly grown

more refined. While my training is formally

in chemistry, I have never identified exclu-

sively as a chemist. I believe this mindset

has allowed me to approach problems

with an open mind and a proclivity to

combine approaches from disparate

fields in search of a solution. Currently, I

am a senior research specialist at Dow

Chemical Company, working in the poly-

urethanes segment alongside our cus-

tomers to deliver solutions that positively

impact society. Dow continuously inte-

grates artificial intelligence (AI) and pre-

dictive capabilities to accelerate product

development, and I am excited about har-

nessing this ability to enhance innovation

and customer collaboration.

Binbin Lin: I am a PhD candidate with a

background in mathematics and applied

mechanics. I am currently working with

Prof. Dr. Bai-Xiang Xu in the mechanics

of functional materials group at the

Technical University (TU) of Darmstadt,

Germany. Over the last several years,

I have used computational tools to
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investigate the interplay between micro-

structure and structure-function relation-

ships in a few different materials systems.

Currently, I am interested in developing

new ways of applying data-driven ap-

proaches to materials research, spe-

cifically by using high-performance

computing techniques to tackle large

data problems within the framework of

NHR4CES, a Germany-wide high-perfor-

mance computing center for computa-

tional engineering science.

Justin L. Andrews: Before pursuing a

career in chemistry, I actually wanted to

be a linguist (of all things). I loved learning

to read Latin and Greek in high school, so

it seemed like a natural fit. I chose to

attend a liberal arts college so that I could

study philosophy, literature, and linguis-

tics in addition to the sciences. During

my first year at university, I fell in love

with chemistry and the rest is history. My

first experience with data science was

during a class project in linear algebra

during my undergraduate studies. I

teamed up with one of my roommates

(who was studying ‘‘parks, recreation,

and leisure studies’’) to see if we could

mine available data to develop a model

that would predict which university suc-

cessful high school athletes would

choose to attend. Our project wasn’t

very successful (as one might expect for

a few undergrads with no real experience

in data science), but the experience al-

ways stuck in my head and cemented in

mymind that data science could be a use-

ful tool at my disposal. Currently, I am a

post-doctoral researcher at MIT working
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age applications. While I am not currently

using data science, I am always looking

for an appropriate opportunity to get

‘‘back in the game’’ as I move into the

next stage of my independent career.

How did you come to collaborate?
What is the fun part of your
collaboration?
JLA: The collaboration betweenDr. Bane-

rjee’s group at Texas A&M University

(TAMU) and Dr. Xu’s group at TU Darm-

stadt has been ideal. On a practical level,

the collaboration has allowed us to meet

our scientific goals by developing new

analytical methods for probing funda-

mental chemical processes and has

further allowed us to gain new insight

into the coupling of chemistry and me-

chanics through simulation. We couldn’t

have met many of our most substantial

goals independently of each other. From

the perspective of productivity, the

collaboration has led to several important

publications in which we take great

pride.1–3 Our article in Patterns4 is both a

celebration of this work and an elevation

of our approaches to new levels through

the incorporation of data-driven methods.

On a more personal level, it has been

immensely rewarding to see the collabo-

ration succeed across several ‘‘genera-

tions’’ of graduate students, post-

doctoral researchers, and staff scientists.

I started working on the collaboration with

(now) Prof. Luis R. De Jesus, who was a

senior graduate student at the time and

an excellent mentor. Toward the end of
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my time in Sarbajit’s group, I had the priv-

ilege of mentoring (now) Dr. David Santos

as he picked up the mantel for the Bane-

rjee group. He has been incredibly suc-

cessful in graduate school and is now

working at Dow. Before he left, he men-

tored another student, Luis Carillo, who I

am sure will go on to do great things.

FromDr. Xu’s group, I had the opportunity

to start workingwith (now) Prof. Ying Zhao

followed by another talented researcher

and good friend in Dr. Peter Stein. Now

Binbin Lin has stepped in and brought

new techniques and approaches to the

collaboration. Each researcher made their

own unique mark on the project. Some

collaborations are fleeting, and some are

built to stand the test of time, despite

group turnover. This collaboration is built

to stand the test of time!

BL: The collaboration between our

groups has always been driven by the

marriage of experiment (TAMU, Banerjee

Group) and simulation (TU Darmstadt,

Xu Group) to understand materials prop-

erties and behavior in a new way. What I

love most about our meetings is when

Dr. Banerjee starts showing us some

new experimental observations and asks

if we have any theoretical insight or might

be able to model the materials. That is

really when our work (and the fun!) begins.

For us, the ultimate goal is to better under-

stand how wemight understand and opti-

mize materials properties. Between those

steps, our groups have many interesting

and fruitful discussions that constantly

improve almost everything we do. It’s

really a dream collaboration!

Was there a particular element
(paper, collaboration, talk/
conference, key experiment, idea,
result) that motivated you to start/
participate in this project?
JLA: The paper that started it all for our

groups was Dr. Luis R. De Jesus’s work

published in Nature Communications.5 In

that paper, Luis showed that scanning

transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM)

could be used as a powerful tool to map

chemical information across individual

particles of a battery cathode material.

The paper was primarily focused on

understanding the electronic structure

of the cathode material, but we

also observed phase-separation patterns

within the particles that were really inter-

esting. We started to consider the impli-
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cations of interfaces and phase bound-

aries in individual particles and how they

might evolve during the normal cycling

of a battery and ultimately impact battery

function. Sarbajit correctly identified that

the questions we were asking about the

chemistry were rooted in mechanics and

found the best collaborator we could

have hoped for in Dr. Bai-Xiang Xu. Under

their guidance, Luis, Ying Zhao, Peter

Stein, and I started probing the link be-

tween mechanics (strain/stress) and

phase separation in V2O5 materials.

DAS: Borrowing from an adage popu-

larized by Spider-Man in Marvel comics,

I would add here that ‘‘with big data,

comes big responsibility.’’ When I first

began processing high-dimensional hy-

perspectral imaging data, I retained a

healthy level of skepticism toward our ex-

isting workflows—frequently looking for

areas of improvement. I feel incredibly

fortunate that mymentor, Justin Andrews,

welcomed these discussions with an

open mind. Together, we worked through

many thought experiments validating

several hypotheses through artificial/

model and experimental datasets. The

first iteration of this paper was finished in

2019! In many ways, our shared commit-

ment to the development of rigorous

workflows fueled many of the key insights

we now detail in our Patterns article.

Who were the driving forces behind
the project?
JLA: This project drew inspiration from so

many different people across the years.

Dr. Luis De Jesus was a pioneer of

applying the STXM technique we em-

ployed during our study in Patterns to

the investigation of cathode materials.

Dr. Ying Zhao and Dr. Peter Stein together

paved the way with some of the code we

employed to understand the mechanics

of the materials we were investigating

through modeling. David and Binbin

have really thought deeply about these

systems and the role of data science in

our analysis and pushed the limits of the

analysis beyond what I thought was orig-

inally possible. It has been a true team

effort. Most importantly, behind these

team members are two driven, creative,

and supportive principal investigators in

Prof. Dr. Bai-Xiang Xu and Prof. Sarbajit

Banerjee. They are responsible for sus-

taining this collaboration over the years

and are incredibly supportive of us as
young researchers. They constantly put

us in position to succeed.

BL: Dr. Xu and Dr. Banerjee and their

will to understand things better really

drives the collaboration forward. Cheers

to it!

When did you start preparing the
manuscript?
JLA: As David mentioned, the first itera-

tion of this paper was finished all the

way back in 2019. That’s what makes

this paper so exciting! Back then, the pa-

per was more focused on the implications

of different chemical lithiation techniques

on inter- and intraparticle phase homoge-

neity. What we quickly realized was that

this presented a unique opportunity for

us to go back and look at a lot of our old

data in a very systematic and detailed

way. When we realized that we could

extract new information from our old

data using our newly developedworkflow,

the paper took on a new shape (and a lot

more work) on its journey to becoming the

manuscript that we eventually submitted

to Patterns.

Why did you decide to publish in
Patterns?
JLA: I’ve come to see Patterns as a forum

that juxtaposes data science with inter-

esting concepts. In the October issue

alone (volume 3, issue 10), I am drawn to

an article on AI-inspired decision making

titled ‘‘Humans versus machines: Who is

perceived to decide fairer?’’ This is

followed by articles on the design of

nature-inspired neural networks, data sci-

ence approaches to reducing carbon

emissions by improving fleet scheduling,

accurate quantification of biodiviersity at

the earth’s poles, and finally a really inter-

esting study on data science insights

into the fundamental limits of high Tc
superconductors. I recall last year an

interesting Patterns paper on using ma-

chine learning to reduce the time needed

to model battery aging. Very cool! What

other journal offers such diversity of

topics and features that level of interdisci-

plinarity? Patterns is not only an appro-

priate home for our manuscript, but I think

we all view this as an exciting opportunity

to share our research with communities

beyond chemistry and materials science.

DAS: I could not agree more with

Justin—the diversity of subject matter in

Patterns is remarkable. One of the most
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rewarding outcomes I could envision from

disseminating this work in such a unique

venue is that a researcher from an entirely

different discipline might find utility in the

data science approach we have devel-

oped for this study. I think that prospect

is truly exciting, and I can think of no bet-

ter place to enable its possibility than

Patterns.

BL: I’ve been reading articles in Pat-

terns for some time now. The articles are

multi-disciplinary and have inspired me

to explore disparate domains of science.

I am always curious to see how authors

from other disciplines use machine-

learning and data-driven approaches to

tackle their field of problems. It is a great

way to incorporate new ways of thinking!

What is the definition of data
science in your opinion? What is a
data scientist? Do you self-identify
as one?
JLA: As a chemist, I spend a good part of

each day collecting data. In the case of

STXM (the subject of this study) and

X-ray ptychography, Sarbajit’s group has

spent years across several doctoral stu-

dents collecting what now amounts to

mountains of data. As scientists, I think

too often we rely on a combination of

our education, experience, and training

to analyze the data and arrive at insights

and conclusions—leaving vast swaths

of data uninterrogated. Data science

represents another powerful means of

combining through these mountains

of data that can sometimes further

strengthen our conclusions or even point

us in the direction of important aspects

that we missed the first time around. In

this way, data science is responsible sci-

ence—a way that we can make the most

of the data that we spend time and re-

sources to acquire.

DAS: I think that Justin made a good

point about how we spend time (which

costs money) and resources (which cost

money) to collect data. Data are therefore

monetarily valuable. The scientific insight

we gain from data is intellectually valu-

able. For me, data science is a field of

study that extracts meaningful insights

at the intersection of these two value

streams. As someone whose formal

training is primarily in chemistry, I cham-

pion an inclusive definition since it allows

for multi-disciplinary teams, such as our

own, to come together and develop a
data science solution for a problem with

immense practical importance. While I

do not identify exclusively as a data

scientist, it is exciting to know that data

science is not beyond my reach. I would

encourage other researchers to confi-

dently cross the boundaries of traditional

disciplines and subdisciplines in the pur-

suit of ground-breaking research!

BL: I see data science as a tool that

enables data to have the ability to solve

different fields of problems. Conse-

quently, a data scientist is someone who

crafts such tools. Therefore, I identify

myself as a user of these tools with the

ability to optimize such tools for my

use cases.

What motivated you to become a
(data) researcher? Is there anyone/
anything that helped guide you on
your path?
BL: When I started my doctoral research

a few years ago, Dr. Xu and I had an

impromptu discussion during a project

meeting that would profoundly shape the

direction of my studies. Over the course

of the discussion, we started to wonder

whether we could use simulated data as

a basis for data-driven approaches to

provide insight into the materials proper-

ties of fibrous paper-like materials—

which are truly among the most random

and chaotic material structures. This

deep discussion prompted my first work

using machine learning and data-driven

research, inspired much of my doctoral

research, and has led to several fruitful

collaborations on various material sys-

tems. A fine example of that is the work

published here in Patterns in collaboration

with the group of Dr. Banerjee.

JLA: Sarbajit Banerjee is a one-of-a-

kind advisor and mentor. To say I learned

a lot while studying in his group would be

amassive understatement. One thing I am

constantly amazed by is his drive to incor-

porate new techniques and expertise into

his research program. He is constantly

investing in professional relationships

outside of chemistry and building connec-

tions that frequently blossom into fruitful

collaborations. When I first joined the

lab, his group was mostly focused on

designing nanomaterials for various appli-

cations. How did we end up incorporating

data science, one might ask? Sarbajit

cultivated expertise in data science by re-

cruiting several students through the
NSF-funded D3EM fellowship at Texas

A&M University. This was a program that

recruited graduate students from disci-

plines across the sciences and taught

them to apply data science techniques

to their dissertation research projects.

Learning from Sarbajit has impressed

upon me not only the growing importance

of data science but also more broadly the

importance of establishing collaborations

and searching for solutions from adjacent

fields and disciplines.

DAS: Prior to graduate school, I had no

exposure to data science. Working in a

highly interdisciplinary and collaborative

research environment at Texas A&M Uni-

versity allowed me ample opportunities to

learn and grow into the role of a (data)

researcher. Much like Justin, when I think

about what drove me to data science,

I would point toward Prof. Sarbajit

Banerjee, specifically highlighting his

fearless approach to initiating collabora-

tions outside the walls of our immediate

discipline. Looking back, perhaps my first

major achievement in graduate school

was developing an approach to tomo-

graphic reconstruction of X-ray micro-

scopy data that allowed us to chemically

map a magnesium dendrite.6 This work,

which was in support of ongoing experi-

mental work in the group, ultimately

sparked considerable interest (and some

much-needed debate) in the broader field

of magnesium batteries. As my advisor,

Sarbajit encouraged me to pursue this

early-career opportunity in data science,

which ultimately gave me the confidence

to integrate data science approaches

into several of my other projects during

my doctoral studies.

How can data science help your
domain (e.g., science,
manufacturing, industry, policy,
society), and how can
collaborations between academia
and your domain be started?
DAS: Having recently transitioned from

academia to an industry position, I am re-

minded how materials innovation drives

economic development and is critical

to meeting global sustainability targets.

In the wake of digitalization, industry,

academia, and policymakers alike have

begun to emphasize the importance of

digitizing and homogenizing data to

construct robust materials infrastruc-

tures. Directly incorporating data science
Patterns 3, December 9, 2022 3
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tools into these databases can unveil

hidden structure-property relationships

and propel the scientific discovery of

new materials. Today, several partner-

ships exist between universities, govern-

mental agencies, and industry leaders

through a variety of mechanisms.

Growing thesemulti-dimensional relation-

ships between stakeholders through

cross-domain alliances is critical to the vi-

tality and longevity of data-driven mate-

rials science.

JLA: As a chemist, I belong to a very old

scientific tradition that has generated

massive amounts of data since the 18th

century. Can you imagine if all of these

data had been digitized from the outset?

OK, I get it—they didn’t have computers

in the 18th century, but what if, right! I think

moving forward, an important advance-

ment will be developing an improved

means of digitizing some of these old

data (as we did in in a recent review

article, Figure 3B)7 to draw out some

new and possibly overlooked conclu-

sions. As academic and industrial re-

searchers begin to collect and organize

new data digitally, I think the role of data

science will only grow and expand. Ima-

gine all of the unexpected patterns (!)

that we might have missed or might start

to notice!

BL: As a computational engineer, data

science is becoming increasingly critical

to enabling effortless knowledge transfer,

for example, to material experimentalists

using surrogate models based on simula-

tion data, which can usually be produced

in less time-intensive and expensive

ways, we can study materials from

a multi-physical perspective, testing

various material microstructures. Further-

more, this allows the optimization of

desired properties of the considered ma-

terial, even under harsh environmental in-

fluences, to which experiments have

limited access and are extremely difficult

to perform.

What is your advice for future data
scientists?
BL: Learning from examples has always

been helpful for me. I recommend looking

at the literature (Patternswould be a good

start) to see how other researchers have

attempted to tackle problems in their

respective fields. You never know when

you might be inspired by something you

read about in a different field.
4 Patterns 3, December 9, 2022
JLA: Perhaps I can give some advice to

chemists and materials scientists on the

fence about incorporating data science

into their research programs. Sometimes

I think that we can be reluctant to step

outside of our comfort zone. Data science

is a great area to step into and use as a

basis for building collaborations since it

tends to unite researchers from disparate

fields toward a common goal. If you have

the data (and I know you do), why not use

all of the tools available to you?

How was the experience publishing
the first paper from your own team?
How did it differ from publishing as
first author on your previous
papers? How long did this take?
JLA: I’m not a group leader (yet!), but this

is my first paper as a corresponding

author. It is very humbling, and I consider

it an honor. This work represents to me

the culmination of several years of

thinking about the electronic structure of

V2O5 cathode materials and working to

advance the techniques that we present

in the paper. It was an absolute pleasure

to work with the other authors. I want to

single out David, whom I have worked

with closely since my third year of grad-

uate school. I watched as he developed

into a world-class researcher and exer-

cised a level of independence that was

impressive—so this was a rewarding

experience for me on several different

levels. I plan to take the lessons I learned

about mentoring and publishing and

apply them in my own group as I move

into my independent career.

What are the challenges of
collaboration between teams in
different countries?
BL: One challenge is that we have fewer

opportunities to talk to each other in per-

son. My collaboration with David and Jus-

tin started at the beginning of the global

pandemic, so it wasn’t easy to meet up,

and we still have not met in person since

I joined the collaboration. Besides that, I

felt pretty comfortable with the file ex-

changes and meetings in an online

format.

JLA: Researchers on both sides of

the collaboration are incredibly hard

working, efficient at communicating, and

passionate/knowledgeable about their

science. I was always so impressed by

how prepared Prof. Xu’s group was for
the meetings and amazed at the progress

they made between meetings. One thing

that helped solidify our international

collaboration early on was making the

effort to meet in person. Our first trip to

Germany to visit TU Darmstadt was in

2018, just a bit over a year after our collab-

oration started. This trip was one of my fa-

vorite experiences ever and really ce-

mented the collaboration in my mind.

Prof. Xu’s group visited College Station,

Texas, the next year (though I’m afraid

the scenery we had to share with them

wasn’t quite on par with the lift tour they

gave us of the vineyards at R€udesheim

am Rhein). Regardless, the rest is history!

What’s next for both of your teams?
Can we expect more
collaborations?
BL: You can expect many more collabo-

rations between our groups! Now that

we have developed the data-driven ap-

proaches reported in this article, we plan

to apply them to STXM analysis in the

future. We might also take another look

at older data to see if we can draw out

new conclusions and information. We

are very excited about these techniques

and are eager to apply them moving

forward!
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